AMR ROCHESTER

NOW HIRING

Full-time salary info (48-hour work week)

Paramedic: $50,024-$75,414

Critical Care Paramedic (CCP-C or FP-C): $58,136-$83,527

EMT: $36,504-$46,292

Dispatcher: $35,828-$48,699

- Automatic Annual wage increase (3%)
- Competitive hourly rates based on experience
- Weekend and Overnight Pay Differentials
- Premium pay for 9 holidays/yr, including double time on New Year’s Eve
- FTO and other skill-based differentials
- Credit for Military Service
- Anthem Blue Cross/Blue Shield Health Plan (nationwide network); AMR pays 75%
- Paid time off (vacation, sick)
- 401k employer match every pay period
- Annual uniform allowance
- Tuition allowance for Paramedic and CCEMT
- In house CME refresher for EMT-B and EMT-P certifications

American Medical Response
811 West Ave Rochester, NY 14611
APPLY AT WWW.AMR.NET